Thursday, 20 Oct 22, RASDS

830 AM – 1230 PM
RASDS Powerpoint materials review
- Functional Viewpoint – Peter
- Protocol Viewpoint – Peter
- Operational Viewpoint – Costin
- Connectivity (Deployment physical viewpoint aspect) – Peter

1330 PM – 1730 PM
RASDS Powerpoint materials review
- Enterprise Viewpoint – Fred
- Physical viewpoint (structures, connections) – Ramon
- Services Viewpoint – Peter
Open issues / concerns
- Complete set of “ontology” diagrams
- Assessment of new viewpoints vs SC14 needs
RASDS document writing status and assignments

Friday, 21 Oct 22, SCCS-ARD

830 AM – 1230 PM
SCCS-ARD ABA document section review – Costin
SCCS-ARD SSI document section review – Faramaz
Open issues / concerns
- DTN SSI Stage 2a/b security and management
- ABA “slimming diet”
- Do we have all the needed new [Future] parts
Document integration update plan discussion